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G Vector Processors Revised by Krste Asanovic Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, MIT



I’m certainly not inventing vector processors. There are three kinds that I know of existing today. They are represented by the Illiac-IV, the (CDC) Star processor, and the TI (ASC) processor. Those three were all pioneering processors. . . . One of the problems of being a pioneer is you always make mistakes and I never, never want to be a pioneer. It’s always best to come second when you can look at the mistakes the pioneers made. Seymour Cray Public lecture at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories on the introduction of the Cray-1 (1976)
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Why Vector Processors? In Chapters 3 and 4 we saw how we could significantly increase the performance of a processor by issuing multiple instructions per clock cycle and by more deeply pipelining the execution units to allow greater exploitation of instructionlevel parallelism. (This appendix assumes that you have read Chapters 3 and 4 completely; in addition, the discussion on vector memory systems assumes that you have read Chapter 5.) Unfortunately, we also saw that there are serious difficulties in exploiting ever larger degrees of ILP. As we increase both the width of instruction issue and the depth of the machine pipelines, we also increase the number of independent instructions required to keep the processor busy with useful work. This means an increase in the number of partially executed instructions that can be in flight at one time. For a dynamically-scheduled machine, hardware structures, such as instruction windows, reorder buffers, and rename register files, must grow to have sufficient capacity to hold all in-flight instructions, and worse, the number of ports on each element of these structures must grow with the issue width. The logic to track dependencies between all in-flight instructions grows quadratically in the number of instructions. Even a statically scheduled VLIW machine, which shifts more of the scheduling burden to the compiler, requires more registers, more ports per register, and more hazard interlock logic (assuming a design where hardware manages interlocks after issue time) to support more in-flight instructions, which similarly cause quadratic increases in circuit size and complexity. This rapid increase in circuit complexity makes it difficult to build machines that can control large numbers of in-flight instructions, and hence limits practical issue widths and pipeline depths. Vector processors were successfully commercialized long before instructionlevel parallel machines and take an alternative approach to controlling multiple functional units with deep pipelines. Vector processors provide high-level operations that work on vectors—linear arrays of numbers. A typical vector operation might add two 64-element, floating-point vectors to obtain a single 64-element vector result. The vector instruction is equivalent to an entire loop, with each iteration computing one of the 64 elements of the result, updating the indices, and branching back to the beginning. Vector instructions have several important properties that solve most of the problems mentioned above: ■



■



A single vector instruction specifies a great deal of work—it is equivalent to executing an entire loop. Each instruction represents tens or hundreds of operations, and so the instruction fetch and decode bandwidth needed to keep multiple deeply pipelined functional units busy is dramatically reduced. By using a vector instruction, the compiler or programmer indicates that the computation of each result in the vector is independent of the computation of other results in the same vector and so hardware does not have to check for data hazards within a vector instruction. The elements in the vector can be
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computed using an array of parallel functional units, or a single very deeply pipelined functional unit, or any intermediate configuration of parallel and pipelined functional units. ■



■



■



Hardware need only check for data hazards between two vector instructions once per vector operand, not once for every element within the vectors. That means the dependency checking logic required between two vector instructions is approximately the same as that required between two scalar instructions, but now many more elemental operations can be in flight for the same complexity of control logic. Vector instructions that access memory have a known access pattern. If the vector’s elements are all adjacent, then fetching the vector from a set of heavily interleaved memory banks works very well (as we saw in Section 5.8). The high latency of initiating a main memory access versus accessing a cache is amortized, because a single access is initiated for the entire vector rather than to a single word. Thus, the cost of the latency to main memory is seen only once for the entire vector, rather than once for each word of the vector. Because an entire loop is replaced by a vector instruction whose behavior is predetermined, control hazards that would normally arise from the loop branch are nonexistent.



For these reasons, vector operations can be made faster than a sequence of scalar operations on the same number of data items, and designers are motivated to include vector units if the application domain can use them frequently. As mentioned above, vector processors pipeline and parallelize the operations on the individual elements of a vector. The operations include not only the arithmetic operations (multiplication, addition, and so on), but also memory accesses and effective address calculations. In addition, most high-end vector processors allow multiple vector instructions to be in progress at the same time, creating further parallelism among the operations on different vectors. Vector processors are particularly useful for large scientific and engineering applications, including car crash simulations and weather forecasting, for which a typical job might take dozens of hours of supercomputer time running over multigigabyte data sets. Multimedia applications can also benefit from vector processing, as they contain abundant data parallelism and process large data streams. A high-speed pipelined processor will usually use a cache to avoid forcing memory reference instructions to have very long latency. Unfortunately, big, long-running, scientific programs often have very large active data sets that are sometimes accessed with low locality, yielding poor performance from the memory hierarchy. This problem could be overcome by not caching these structures if it were possible to determine the memory access patterns and pipeline the memory accesses efficiently. Novel cache architectures and compiler assistance through blocking and prefetching are decreasing these memory hierarchy problems, but they continue to be serious in some applications.
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Basic Vector Architecture A vector processor typically consists of an ordinary pipelined scalar unit plus a vector unit. All functional units within the vector unit have a latency of several clock cycles. This allows a shorter clock cycle time and is compatible with longrunning vector operations that can be deeply pipelined without generating hazards. Most vector processors allow the vectors to be dealt with as floating-point numbers, as integers, or as logical data. Here we will focus on floating point. The scalar unit is basically no different from the type of advanced pipelined CPU discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, and commercial vector machines have included both out-of-order scalar units (NEC SX/5) and VLIW scalar units (Fujitsu VPP5000). There are two primary types of architectures for vector processors: vectorregister processors and memory-memory vector processors. In a vector-register processor, all vector operations—except load and store—are among the vector registers. These architectures are the vector counterpart of a load-store architecture. All major vector computers shipped since the late 1980s use a vector-register architecture, including the Cray Research processors (Cray-1, Cray-2, X-MP, YMP, C90, T90, and SV1), the Japanese supercomputers (NEC SX/2 through SX/5, Fujitsu VP200 through VPP5000, and the Hitachi S820 and S-8300), and the minisupercomputers (Convex C-1 through C-4). In a memory-memory vector processor, all vector operations are memory to memory. The first vector computers were of this type, as were CDC’s vector computers. From this point on we will focus on vector-register architectures only; we will briefly return to memory-memory vector architectures at the end of the appendix (Section G.9) to discuss why they have not been as successful as vector-register architectures. We begin with a vector-register processor consisting of the primary components shown in Figure G.1. This processor, which is loosely based on the Cray1, is the foundation for discussion throughout most of this appendix. We will call it VMIPS; its scalar portion is MIPS, and its vector portion is the logical vector extension of MIPS. The rest of this section examines how the basic architecture of VMIPS relates to other processors. The primary components of the instruction set architecture of VMIPS are the following: ■



Vector registers—Each vector register is a fixed-length bank holding a single vector. VMIPS has eight vector registers, and each vector register holds 64 elements. Each vector register must have at least two read ports and one write port in VMIPS. This will allow a high degree of overlap among vector operations to different vector registers. (We do not consider the problem of a shortage of vector-register ports. In real machines this would result in a structural hazard.) The read and write ports, which total at least 16 read ports and 8 write ports, are connected to the functional unit inputs or outputs by a pair of crossbars. (The description of the vector-register file design has been simplified here. Real machines make use of the regular access pattern within a vector instruction to reduce the costs of the vector-register file circuitry [Asanovic 1998]. For example, the Cray-1 manages to implement the register file with only a single port per register.)
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Vector functional units—Each unit is fully pipelined and can start a new operation on every clock cycle. A control unit is needed to detect hazards, both from conflicts for the functional units (structural hazards) and from conflicts for register accesses (data hazards). VMIPS has five functional units, as shown in Figure G.1. For simplicity, we will focus exclusively on the floating-point functional units. Depending on the vector processor, scalar operations either use the vector functional units or use a dedicated set. We assume the functional units are shared, but again, for simplicity, we ignore potential conflicts. Vector load-store unit—This is a vector memory unit that loads or stores a vector to or from memory. The VMIPS vector loads and stores are fully pipelined, so that words can be moved between the vector registers and memory



Main memory



Vector load-store



FP add/subtract FP multiply FP divide



Vector registers



Integer Logical



Scalar registers



Figure G.1 The basic structure of a vector-register architecture, VMIPS. This processor has a scalar architecture just like MIPS. There are also eight 64-element vector registers, and all the functional units are vector functional units. Special vector instructions are defined both for arithmetic and for memory accesses. We show vector units for logical and integer operations. These are included so that VMIPS looks like a standard vector processor, which usually includes these units. However, we will not be discussing these units except in the exercises. The vector and scalar registers have a significant number of read and write ports to allow multiple simultaneous vector operations. These ports are connected to the inputs and outputs of the vector functional units by a set of crossbars (shown in thick gray lines). In Section G.4 we add chaining, which will require additional interconnect capability.
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Appendix G Vector Processors with a bandwidth of 1 word per clock cycle, after an initial latency. This unit would also normally handle scalar loads and stores. ■



A set of scalar registers—Scalar registers can also provide data as input to the vector functional units, as well as compute addresses to pass to the vector load-store unit. These are the normal 32 general-purpose registers and 32 floating-point registers of MIPS. Scalar values are read out of the scalar register file, then latched at one input of the vector functional units.



Figure G.2 shows the characteristics of some typical vector processors, including the size and count of the registers, the number and types of functional units, and the number of load-store units. The last column in Figure G.2 shows the number of lanes in the machine, which is the number of parallel pipelines used to execute operations within each vector instruction. Lanes are described later in Section G.4; here we assume VMIPS has only a single pipeline per vector functional unit (one lane). In VMIPS, vector operations use the same names as MIPS operations, but with the letter “V” appended. Thus, ADDV.D is an add of two double-precision vectors. The vector instructions take as their input either a pair of vector registers (ADDV.D) or a vector register and a scalar register, designated by appending “VS” (ADDVS.D). In the latter case, the value in the scalar register is used as the input for all operations—the operation ADDVS.D will add the contents of a scalar register to each element in a vector register. The scalar value is copied over to the vector functional unit at issue time. Most vector operations have a vector destination register, although a few (population count) produce a scalar value, which is stored to a scalar register. The names LV and SV denote vector load and vector store, and they load or store an entire vector of double-precision data. One operand is the vector register to be loaded or stored; the other operand, which is a MIPS general-purpose register, is the starting address of the vector in memory. Figure G.3 lists the VMIPS vector instructions. In addition to the vector registers, we need two additional special-purpose registers: the vector-length and vectormask registers. We will discuss these registers and their purpose in Sections G.3 and G.4, respectively.



How Vector Processors Work: An Example A vector processor is best understood by looking at a vector loop on VMIPS. Let’s take a typical vector problem, which will be used throughout this appendix: Y = a× X + Y X and Y are vectors, initially resident in memory, and a is a scalar. This is the socalled SAXPY or DAXPY loop that forms the inner loop of the Linpack benchmark. (SAXPY stands for single-precision a × X plus Y; DAXPY for doubleprecision a × X plus Y.) Linpack is a collection of linear algebra routines, and the routines for performing Gaussian elimination constitute what is known as the
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Vector load-store units Lanes



6: FP add, FP multiply, FP reciprocal, integer add, logical, shift



1



1



8: FP add, FP multiply, FP reciprocal, integer add, 2 logical, shift, population count/parity



2 loads 1 store



1



64



5: FP add, FP multiply, FP reciprocal/ sqrt, integer add/shift/population count, logical



1



1



32–1024



3: FP or integer add/logical, multiply, divide



2



1 (VP100) 2 (VP200)



Cray X-MP (1983) Cray Y-MP (1988)



118



Cray-2 (1985)



244



8



Fujitsu VP100/ VP200 (1982)



133



8–256



Hitachi S810/ S820 (1983)



71



32



256



4: FP multiply-add, FP multiply/ divide-add unit, 2 integer add/logical



3 loads 1 store



1 (S810) 2 (S820)



Convex C-1 (1985)



10



8



128



2: FP or integer multiply/divide, add/ logical



1



1 (64 bit) 2 (32 bit)



NEC SX/2 (1985)



167



8 + 32



256



4: FP multiply/divide, FP add, integer add/logical, shift



1



4



Cray C90 (1991)



240 460



128



8: FP add, FP multiply, FP reciprocal, integer add, 2 logical, shift, population count/parity



2 loads 1 store



2



Cray T90 (1995)



8



NEC SX/5 (1998)



312



8 + 64



512



1



16



Fujitsu VPP5000 (1999)



300



8–256



128–4096



4: FP or integer add/shift, multiply, divide, logical 3: FP or integer multiply, add/logical, divide



1 load 1 store



16



Cray SV1 (1998)



300



SV1ex (2001)



500



VMIPS (2001)



500



166



8



64



8



64



8: FP add, FP multiply, FP reciprocal, 1 load-store integer add, 2 logical, shift, population 1 load count/parity 5: FP multiply, FP divide, FP add, integer add/shift, logical



1 load-store



2 8 (MSP) 1



Figure G.2 Characteristics of several vector-register architectures. If the machine is a multiprocessor, the entries correspond to the characteristics of one processor. Several of the machines have different clock rates in the vector and scalar units; the clock rates shown are for the vector units. The Fujitsu machines’ vector registers are configurable: The size and count of the 8K 64-bit entries may be varied inversely to one another (e.g., on the VP200, from eight registers each 1K elements long to 256 registers each 32 elements long). The NEC machines have eight foreground vector registers connected to the arithmetic units plus 32–64 background vector registers connected between the memory system and the foreground vector registers. The reciprocal unit on the Cray processors is used to do division (and square root on the Cray-2). Add pipelines perform add and subtract. The multiply/divide-add unit on the Hitachi S810/820 performs an FP multiply or divide followed by an add or subtract (while the multiply-add unit performs a multiply followed by an add or subtract). Note that most processors use the vector FP multiply and divide units for vector integer multiply and divide, and several of the processors use the same units for FP scalar and FP vector operations. Each vector load-store unit represents the ability to do an independent, overlapped transfer to or from the vector registers. The number of lanes is the number of parallel pipelines in each of the functional units as described in Section G.4. For example, the NEC SX/5 can complete 16 multiplies per cycle in the multiply functional unit. The Convex C-1 can split its single 64-bit lane into two 32-bit lanes to increase performance for applications that require only reduced precision. The Cray SV1 can group four CPUs with two lanes each to act in unison as a single larger CPU with eight lanes, which Cray calls a Multi-Streaming Processor (MSP).
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Instruction



Operands



Function



ADDV.D ADDVS.D



V1,V2,V3 V1,V2,F0



Add elements of V2 and V3, then put each result in V1. Add F0 to each element of V2, then put each result in V1.



SUBV.D SUBVS.D SUBSV.D



V1,V2,V3 V1,V2,F0 V1,F0,V2



Subtract elements of V3 from V2, then put each result in V1. Subtract F0 from elements of V2, then put each result in V1. Subtract elements of V2 from F0, then put each result in V1.



MULV.D MULVS.D



V1,V2,V3 V1,V2,F0



Multiply elements of V2 and V3, then put each result in V1. Multiply each element of V2 by F0, then put each result in V1.



DIVV.D DIVVS.D DIVSV.D



V1,V2,V3 V1,V2,F0 V1,F0,V2



Divide elements of V2 by V3, then put each result in V1. Divide elements of V2 by F0, then put each result in V1. Divide F0 by elements of V2, then put each result in V1.



LV



V1,R1



Load vector register V1 from memory starting at address R1.



SV



R1,V1



Store vector register V1 into memory starting at address R1.



LVWS



V1,(R1,R2)



Load V1 from address at R1 with stride in R2, i.e., R1+i × R2.



SVWS



(R1,R2),V1



Store V1 from address at R1 with stride in R2, i.e., R1+i × R2.



LVI



V1,(R1+V2)



Load V1 with vector whose elements are at R1+V2(i), i.e., V2 is an index.



SVI



(R1+V2),V1



Store V1 to vector whose elements are at R1+V2(i), i.e., V2 is an index.



CVI



V1,R1



Create an index vector by storing the values 0, 1 × R1, 2 × R1,...,63 × R1 into V1.



S--V.D S--VS.D



V1,V2 V1,F0



Compare the elements (EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE) in V1 and V2. If condition is true, put a 1 in the corresponding bit vector; otherwise put 0. Put resulting bit vector in vectormask register (VM). The instruction S--VS.D performs the same compare but using a scalar value as one operand.



POP



R1,VM



Count the 1s in the vector-mask register and store count in R1. Set the vector-mask register to all 1s.



CVM MTC1 MFC1



VLR,R1 R1,VLR



Move contents of R1 to the vector-length register. Move the contents of the vector-length register to R1.



MVTM MVFM



VM,F0 F0,VM



Move contents of F0 to the vector-mask register. Move contents of vector-mask register to F0.



Figure G.3 The VMIPS vector instructions. Only the double-precision FP operations are shown. In addition to the vector registers, there are two special registers, VLR (discussed in Section G.3) and VM (discussed in Section G.4). These special registers are assumed to live in the MIPS coprocessor 1 space along with the FPU registers. The operations with stride are explained in Section G.3, and the use of the index creation and indexed load-store operations are explained in Section G.4.



Linpack benchmark. The DAXPY routine, which implements the preceding loop, represents a small fraction of the source code of the Linpack benchmark, but it accounts for most of the execution time for the benchmark. For now, let us assume that the number of elements, or length, of a vector register (64) matches the length of the vector operation we are interested in. (This restriction will be lifted shortly.)
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